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May 28, 2004
Congressman Rick Renzi
2501 N 4th St
Flagstaff, AZ 86004-3724
Dear Congressman Rick Renzi,
Sir, I was requested, by Marijuana Policy Project’s summer fellowship member Mike
Brown, to attend a gathering at your offices in Flagstaff to address issues we all hold in
common. I apologize, I will be unable to attend this gathering, but would like to address
with this open letter a concern of mine that we all face, and abhor:
Greetings to all whom this may concern;
How for will we stray? How violent must the world become before we acknowledge the
true cause?
If we believe the saying “children learn what they live with” then perhaps it is time we
re-examine our laws, and enforcement tactics that prohibit with violent force, the choice
of other adult’s unpopular/obscure reliance’s in self-remedy, customs, habits, and/or
traditions.
Today D.A.R.E. Officers are in our schools throughout America. Government moneys
fund propaganda, censor opposition, encourages and supports hate groups, and has
unleashed upon society, enormous, self- funded [bounty/forfeiture sharing], army’s of
militarily trained officers though out the world wreaking havoc in the lives of others.
Violently attacking and destroying lives while ignoring Rights equally bestowed upon all
by the Creator. They even attempt to instruct significant numbers of our children that
their parents are evil for their desired choices of what goes into THEIR BODY!
Let us remember, "There is nothing that enters a man from outside which can defile him;
but the things which come out of him, those are the things that defile a man. "If anyone
has ears to hear, let him hear!" [Mark 7:15-16].
“those things which proceed out of the mouth come from the heart, and they defile a man.
For out of the heart proceed evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts, false
witness, blasphemies.” [Mark 7:22]. All these actions produce victims.
What goes into a person is not a CRIME.

Lying to the children, invading the tranquility of the family home with ever increasing
numbers of militarily trained forces and equipment, and dividing family against family by
these lies, these are true Crimes Against Humanity, and in particular against Ethno-SocioReligious Minorities targeted for no other reason than their customs, habits, and traditions!
Regardless of the dollars spent, enforcement officers hired, concentration camps enlisted
to incarcerate people for unpopular habits/appetites, Prohibitions upon others appetites
have always increased the violent crime and murder rate, and significantly burden
constitutional protections such as “Liberty of Conscience” and “Religious Freedom”
[Blessings of Liberty unto ourselves and our Posterity].
Our homes are no longer free from invasion of domestic crime, or standing Armies.
[Domestic tranquility]. Our future does not seem bright because a very common rule of
supply and demand is ignored. Demand by human to reach altered states for whatever
reason has always, and will always exist. All efforts, aside from education, will
invariably increase those illicit appetites and encourage others not normally prone to such
vice to try this forbidden fruit.
Lets end this ever- increasing trend to violence about the globe, by ending this war against
innocent citizens of the world. It’s time enough to prosecute what truly is crime and leave
the people to their FREEWILL, and if we figure them not educated enough to make good
decisions, the remedy is not to take this right of theirs, but to educate their ignorance.
I offer any assistance I may be in promoting this understanding, amongst our leaders as
well as citizens of the world, that by taking cannabis back off the law books it will allow
a return to times much more peaceful as it was prior to their introduction. Just look at the
crime stats in relation to periods of prohibition of personal choices from 1900 to present,
the answer is there… Cannabis is an herb that belongs in our gardens, not our statutes.
To end violence, end “The Drug War”!
Peace be with you
Enlightened Cogniscenti Danuel D. Quaintance
Founding Cogniscenti
Church Of Cognizance
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